“CONNECTING THE 6 DOTS”
In the context of looking at some of
the most visionary transportation
decisions in the history of the U.S.
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The story of the Shining Sea Trail in Falmouth. How it was acquired,
built and its tie-in to:

The SJC case granting the approval for a municipality to use eminent domain to reassemble a 3-mile former railroad corridor into
becoming a recreational trail. First time in history that a state SJC
did this.
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Which then led to the creation of a set of laws that allowed the
state to have a role in protecting former railroad corridor from
3 being sold off or having an inappropriate develop-ment take
place.
Here is a short video interview with former State Rep Dick Kendall
who authored and got passed the two landmark laws that preserve
and protect former RR corridor in Massachusetts.
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That important SJC case and the two subsequent laws then inspired a visionary transportation secretariat to buy hundreds of miles of
active and abandoned corridor in over 70 communities in eastern Mass in
the mid-1970s. Here's the specs on just one of the four transactions that
involved 30 communities. I'd be happy to send you the three other transactions that bought corridor in 43 other places. In every transaction, the
state cleaned out any cloudy title by using “Confirmatory takings.”
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And in the early 2000s I had a lunch date with the then head of the
6 T’s privatized real estate department. Over lunch, we crafted the
framework that would allow communities with former RRs to
enter linto a long-term lease with the T for a minimal fee. This means
that since we bought the corridors once in the 70s, we wound’t have to
buy them twice. The communities wouldn’t have to spend large sums to
buy the corridors and they could then start to plan, design and construct
the linear park in their community.
Step by step, connecting the DOTS, the rules in placehere in Massachusetts were the most visionary laws in the US that preserve former RR corridor. Soon I’ll have an infographic that’ll show how its working.
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As one of the largest landowners in Massachusetts, the MBTA is a leader
in facilitating the creation of ATC's (Alternative Transportation Corridors
aka Rail Trails) Transforming underutilized land into productive community spaces and creating a unique network between Massachusetts cities
and towns. Over 40 projects so far.

